
SUMMARY

THE RISK MANAGEMENT IN TECHNOLOGY (RMiT) GUIDELINES PUBLISHED BY BANK  

NEGARA MALAYSIA SETS A RIGOROUS STANDARD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONSISTENT  

RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS IN ALL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN MALAYSIA.

SUPPORTING RMiT 

GUIDELINES WITH EXABEAM

WHITE PAPER

Using this policy, financial institutions can establish 

the necessary environments, management structures, 

policies and procedures to ensure they maintain their 

cyber exposure to a level commensurate to their risk. 

While the Bank Negara Malaysia - Central Bank 

of Malaysia (BNM) has issued risk management 

guidelines for banks and Financial Institutions (FIs) 

for many years, the Risk Management in Technology 

(RMiT) guidelines expand the breadth of impact and  

scope for these institutions:

• The RMiT guidelines affect all systems within the 

IT environment 

• FIs other than banks fall within the scope of RMiT

• RMiT has legal implications due to reporting 

notices

Under the guidelines the board is ultimately 

responsible for organizational compliance with RMiT 

and the chief information security officer (CISO) who 

must be appointed and report directly to the Board will 

carry responsibility for ensuring their organization is 

adhering to the RMiT.

In short the RMiT framework affects a broad set of 

organizations in the financial sector, and the systems 

within those organizations. Reporting requirements, 

both internally and to BNM, will drive significantly 

more powerful monitoring capabilities.



THE EXABEAM APPROACH

Exabeam provides a powerful software solution for 

detecting, prioritizing, investigating, and responding to 

security threats and risky user activity. The solution is 

built on a breakthrough data model that creates a new 

data object: the session. 

What’s a Session?

Sessions include all linked activity for each user, both 

normal and risk-elevated activity, as well as context 

and audit metadata. The result is a data analysis and 

reporting platform that enables auditors and risk 

analysts to find any users that are performing unusual 

and risky activity, even in a “dirty data” environment.

The effect is similar to the transformation in business 

intelligence brought about by the introduction of 

data cubes and star-schemas, i.e. a new data structure 

made new types of questions and analyses possible. 

Exabeam brings that same transformation to IT 

security and risk management. The solution consists of 

four data capabilities:

• VISIBILITY — Exabeam’s partner integrations 

and cloud connectors can notify security analysts 

when a financial system is changed without a 

corresponding approval. 

• SESSIONIZE — Raw user data is processed 

into linked sessions, creating a data structure 

that can be queried in multiple high-level ways. For 

example, Exabeam can return “all user sessions where 

the employee used privileged credentials to access an 

executive system for the first time” — without requiring 

knowledge about the underlying raw data formats or 

system search languages. 

• ANALYZE — Sessions are analyzed to determine 

which users are acting in a risky manner. Those 

users are presented to analysts for prioritized audit or 

investigation. 

• HUNT — Analysts can also proactively hunt for users 

whose activity matches any combination of attributes. 

This is especially useful in cases where one FI has been 

attacked and shares the information with other FIs. 

Those other institutions can use Exabeam to search for 

any users that match the risk patterns. 

• INVESTIGATE — Once users are identified as risk-

elevated, Exabeam provides facilities for automating 

the data collection and processing required for an 

investigation or audit.

Exabeam makes  

security teams 

51%
 more efficient
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APPLYING BEHAVIORAL MONITORING TO  

BNM’S RMiT GUIDELINES

Exabeam supports many of the key RMiT guidelines, as described below.

MAPPING RMiT GUIDELINES TO EXABEAM CAPABILITIES

SECTION RMiT GUIDELINE EXABEAM SUPPORT

9.1.1 Internal sabotage, clandestine espionage or furtive 

attacks by trusted staff, contractors and vendors are 

potentially among the most serious risks that FIs 

could face in an increasingly complex and dynamic 

IT environment. Current and past staff, contractors, 

vendors and those who have knowledge of the inner 

workings of the FI’s systems, operations and internal 

controls have a significant advantage over external 

attackers. A successful attack not only jeopardises 

customer confidence in the FI’s internal control 

systems and processes but also causes real financial 

loss when trade secrets and proprietary information 

are divulged. FIs should identify important data 

and adopt adequate measures to detect and prevent 

unauthorised access, copying or transmission of 

confidential information.

Exabeam automatically classifies executive 

and sensitive assets, classifies accounts as 

privileged, system, or standard user, and 

creates baseline profiles of normal behavior 

for every user and machine on the network. 

As a result, if either a compromised insider 

or malicious insider account begins 

performing unusual and risky activity, 

Exabeam flags it in real time and links the 

activity to what came before and after, i.e. a 

complete investigative chain.

9.6.3 The FI should implement security monitoring tools 

which enable the detection of changes to critical 

IT resources such as databases, system or data files 

and programs, to facilitate the identification of 

unauthorised changes.

Exabeam links all activity, both security 

violations, normal activities, and other 

management actions, into a risk-scored 

timeline for every user, for every day. This 

timeline can show how a system was re-

configured, how there is no accompanying 

approval, and also any downstream risky 

actions that occurred after the change. 

As a result, Exabeam not only detects 

unauthorized changes, but can automatically 

link those to risky activities, to facilitate 

investigations and audits.

9.6.4 The FI should perform real-time monitoring of security 

events for critical systems and applications, to facilitate 

the prompt detection of malicious activities on these 

systems and applications.

Exabeam solutions apply behavioral analysis 

of user and machine behavior to detect 

malicious activities occurring either via 

compromised or misused credentials.
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MAPPING RMiT GUIDELINES TO EXABEAM CAPABILITIES

SECTION GUIDELINE EXABEAM SUPPORT

10.13 A financial institution must establish  

appropriate procedures to independently  

review and approve system changes. 

By integrating with change-control systems and 

ingesting configuration logs, Exabeam can notify 

security analysts any time that a system is changed 

without a corresponding approval.

10.41 

and 

10.42

10.41 – The board and senior management of 

the financial institution must exercise effective 

oversight and address associated risks when 

engaging third party service providers for critical 

technology functions and systems. Engagement 

of third party service providers, including 

engagements for independent assessments, does 

not in any way reduce or eliminate the principal 

accountabilities and responsibilities of financial 

institutions for the security and reliability of 

technology functions and systems. 

10.42 – A financial institution must conduct proper 

due diligence on the third party service provider’s 

competency, system infrastructure and financial 

viability as relevant prior to engaging its services. In 

addition, an assessment shall be made of the third 

party service provider’s capabilities in managing 

the following specific risks— 

• (a)  data leakage such as unauthorised 

disclosure of customer and counterparty 

information; 

• (b)  service disruption including capacity 

performance; 

• (c)  processing errors; 

• (d)  physical security breaches; 

• (e)  cyber threats; 

• (f)  over-reliance on key personnel; 

• (g)  mishandling of confidential information 

pertaining to the financial institution 

or its customers in the course of 

transmission, processing or storage of 

such information; and 

• (h)  concentration risk. 

Exabeam monitors external access to corporate 

assets and can be especially useful in IT outsourcing 

scenarios, where account credentials might be 

shared across outsourced staff.Exabeam can 

tie specific activity to specific machines and IP 

addresses, and then to identities, making audits 

easier and more accurate.
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MAPPING RMiT GUIDELINES TO EXABEAM CAPABILITIES

SECTION GUIDELINE EXABEAM SUPPORT

10.54 A financial institution must implement an appropriate 

access controls policy for the identification, 

authentication and authorisation of users (internal 

and external users such as third party service 

providers). This must address both logical and 

physical technology access controls which are 

commensurate with the level of risk of unauthorised 

access to its technology systems. 

Exabeam provides role-based access control 

(RBAC) that can be used to enforce a policy 

to identify, authenticate and authorize users, 

including external and third party service 

providers.

With Exabeam, risk-based actions representing 

potential network security incidents are 

surfaced to analysts—and ultimately to data 

privacy officers (DPOs) for de-masking when a 

credible risk has been identified. This maintains 

individual privacy and reduces false positives 

that can quickly overtax your security team.

11.1.1 The FI should only grant user access to IT systems 

and networks on a need to-use basis and within the 

period when the access is required. The FI should 

ensure that the resource owner duly authorises and 

approves all requests to access IT resources.

A common issue for financial organizations 

is that, over time, users accumulate multiple 

levels of privileged access (i.e. multiple 

accounts or tokens) but never relinquish them. 

As a result, these firms find that many users 

currently hold and use access rights that are 

unrelated to their jobs. Exabeam solutions 

enable detection and remediation of privileged 

account use, to “shrink the threat surface” by 

reducing privileged access.

11.1.3 For accountability and identification of unauthorised 

access, the FI should ensure that records of user 

access are uniquely identified and logged for audit 

and review purposes.

Exabeam is unique in its ability to link security 

alerts to machines and most importantly, back 

to specific identities, even if the data is “dirty” 

or missing. This is especially useful for audit, 

where shared administrative credentials might 

make attribution difficult. Exabeam is able to 

attribute activity to users, regardless of the 

state of the data itself.

11.1.6 The FI should ensure that no one has concurrent 

access to both production systems and backup 

systems, particularly data files and computer facilities. 

The FI should also ensure that any person who needs 

to access backup files or system recovery resources is 

duly authorised for a specific reason and a specified 

time only. The FI should only grant access for a 

specific purpose and for a defined period.

Exabeam solutions link activity across a user’s 

multiple accounts, machines, networks, and 

IP addresses, making it easy to determine if a 

user has concurrent access to production and 

backup systems.
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MAPPING RMiT GUIDELINES TO EXABEAM CAPABILITIES

SECTION GUIDELINE EXABEAM SUPPORT

11.1.7 A financial institution must ensure its SOC, whether managed 

in-house or by third party service providers, has adequate 

capabilities for proactive monitoring of its technology security 

posture. This shall enable the financial institution to detect 

anomalous user or network activities, flag potential breaches 

and establish the appropriate response supported by skilled 

resources based on the level of complexity of the alerts. The 

outcome of the SOC activities shall also inform the financial 

institution’s reviews of its cybersecurity posture and strategy. 

Exabeam solutions ensure that all 

activity can be monitored. Auditors 

can proactively drill into risky activity 

of users or departments to understand 

exactly how a problem unfolded and 

how to mitigate it.

11.2 A financial institution must develop a cyberresilience frame-

work (CRF) which clearly articulates the institution’s gover-

nance for managing cyber risks, its cyber resilience objectives 

and its risk tolerance, with due regard to the evolving cyber 

threat environment. Objectives of the CRF shall include ensur-

ing operational resilience against extreme but plausible cyber 

attacks. The framework must be able to support the effective 

identification, protection, detection, response, and recovery 

(IPDRR) of systems and data hosted on premises or by third 

party service providers from internal and external cyber attacks.

Exabeam security intelligence solutions 

enhance risk mitigation and control 

strategies by providing a complete 

picture of activity-based risk, at the 

account, user, and department levels. 

Based on asset value and risk level, 

Exabeam can also invoke actions within 

third-party controls, such as freezing 

a transaction or account, or requiring 

higher levels of authentication.

11.2.3 The FI should closely supervise staff with elevated system 

access entitlements and have all their systems activities logged 

and reviewed as they have the knowledge and resources to 

circumvent systems controls and security procedures. The FI 

should adopt the following controls and security practices:

• (a)  Implement strong authentication mechanisms such as 

two-factor authentication for privileged users;

• (b)  Institute strong controls over remote access by 

privileged users;

• (c)  Restrict the number of privileged users;

• (d)  Grant privileged access on a “need-to-have” basis;

• (e)  Maintain audit logging of system activities performed 

by privileged users;

• (f)  Disallow privileged users from accessing systems logs 

in which their activities are being captured;

• (g)  Review privileged users’ activities on a timely basis;

• (h)  Prohibit sharing of privileged accounts;

• (i)  Disallow vendors and contractors from gaining 

privileged access to systems without close supervision 

and monitoring; and

• ( j)  Protect backup data from unauthorised access.

Exabeam solutions monitor the actual 

use of authentication mechanisms 

and privileged accounts, making it 

easy to detect unusual or out-of-policy 

activity. Proactive query and reporting 

also enables on-demand detection 

of all users who currently match any 

combination of activity and attributes 

that are deemed risky.

The Exabeam solutions are often used 

by auditors to confirm security control 

operations.
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MAPPING RMiT GUIDELINES TO EXABEAM CAPABILITIES

SECTION GUIDELINE EXABEAM SUPPORT

11.7 A financial institution must deploy effective 

tools to support the continuous and proactive 

monitoring and timely detection of anomalous 

activities in its technology infrastructure. The 

scope of monitoring must cover all critical 

systems including the supporting infrastructure. 

The Exabeam Security Management Platform  

monitors all activity of internal and external users. 

The solution comes with pre-built monitoring 

processes and use cases, to facilitate best practices 

for security operations centers.
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IN SUMMARY

The Exabeam Security Management Platform 

consists of multiple engines that a) ingest contextual 

information about an FI’s assets and IT environment, 

b) create session data structures through Exabeam 

Data Lake that link all raw user activity into a coherent 

structure, c) build baselines of normal behavior for 

every user (and/or machine) on the network through 

Exabeam Advance Analytics and Entity Analytics, and 

d) apply new activities to the baselines to determine 

which users are acting in a risk-elevated manner.

EXABEAM SECURITY MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW 

EXABEAM CAN HELP YOU,  

VISIT EXABEAM.COM TODAY.

ABOUT EXABEAM

Exabeam’s security intelligence solution leverages 

existing log, endpoint, and other data to quickly 

detect advanced attacks, prioritize incidents and 

guide effective response. The company’s Stateful User 

Tracking™ automates the work of security analysts 

by resolving individual security events and behavioral 

anomalies into a complete attack chain. This 

dramatically reduces response times and uncovers 

attack impacts that would otherwise go unseen. 

Built by seasoned security experts and enterprise IT 

veterans from Imperva, ArcSight and Sumo Logic, 

Exabeam is headquartered in San Mateo, California.

For more information we invite you to consider a 

demonstration of how Exabeam can be used to protect 

your organization. To schedule a demonstration, 

please visit exabeam.com/demo.


